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electric properties through
triangular triple quantum dots (TTQD) attached to
one metallic and one superconducting lead

Hui Yao, Cai-Ping Cheng, Li-Li Li, Rui Guo, Yong Guo and Chao Zhang *

We theoretically investigate the thermoelectric transport properties of triangular triple quantum dots

(TTQD) with the central quantum dot coupled to one metallic and one superconducting lead. The

system shows significantly superior thermoelectric performance over parallel coupled triple quantum

dots and those coupled to two conventional metallic leads. The thermoelectric coefficients strongly

depend on the ratio of superconducting gap to interdot coupling, as well as asymmetry and interference

effects. The thermopower exhibits single-platform and double-platform structures for different ratios of

superconducting gap to interdot coupling. The thermopower and figure of merit achieve quite

remarkable values near the superconducting gap edges where the single-particle tunnelling occurs. For

symmetric coupling, the maximal figure of merit might reach the order of 102 when the

superconducting gap is about half that of the interdot coupling. Moreover, the figure of merit can be

further greatly enhanced by appropriately matching the electrode coupling asymmetry and interdot

coupling asymmetry.
1 Introduction

The thermoelectric properties of nanoscale systems have been
widely studied due to their expected application as highly effi-
cient thermoelectric devices, converting thermal to electric
energy or vice versa. The dimensionless thermoelectric gure of
merit ZT = GS2T/k, is generally used to measure the conversion
efficiency. In principle, the effective methods to enhance ther-
moelectric efficiency include: increasing the electric conduc-
tance G and Seebeck coefficient (thermopower) S, and reducing
the thermal conductance k. However, these are rather difficult
to realize because the three thermoelectric characters (G, S, k)
are closely related to each other, due to the Wiedemann–Franz
law1 and Mott relation.2 In nanoscale systems, the thermal
conductance k can be signicantly reduced by reducing the
dimensions of the system. On the other hand, the Wiedemann–
Franz law and Mott relation can be strongly violated due to the
powerful quantum connement effect and interference effect.
All these are conducive to enhance the thermoelectric efficiency
ZT in low-dimensional nanoscale systems.3–7

On account of this, the thermoelectric properties of low-
dimensional nanoscale systems, especially quantum dot (QD)
hybrid systems, have been widely investigated both experi-
mentally and theoretically.8–17 A quantum dot is a zero-
dimensional system with well-dened energy levels dened by
a combination of size quantization and Coulomb-repulsion
ltural University, Taigu, 030801, China.
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effects. It has wide application prospects in biomedicine, light
emitting devices and single electron devices. There are many
types of quantum dots, such as perovskite quantum dots,
semiconductor quantum dots consisting of group II and VI
elements, group III and V elements, alloys and heterostructures
made of these semiconducting materials, and so on. However,
quantum dots with excellent thermoelectric properties are
mainly composed of telluride, selenide, their doping
compounds and heterostructures. In recent years, increasing
attention has been paid to multiple QD hybrid systems in
different coupling regimes, due to their potential applications
in highly efficient nano-electronic devices and fundamental
physics research.18–29 The most common examples are double
quantum dot (DQD) and triple quantum dot (TQD) systems,
they not only have superior thermoelectric properties over the
single quantum dot systems, but also have more means to
regulate: it has been shown that the Dicke effect and level
detuning play vital roles in improving the thermoelectric effi-
ciency in parallel TQD and T-shaped DQD systems;20,25 it has
also been demonstrated that the magnitude of ZT in a parallel
DQD-AB ring system can be considerably enhanced by lead
coupling asymmetry, quantum interference effects and
magnetic ux.26–28 However, thermoelectric properties based on
triangular triple quantum dot (TTQD) systems are not well
explored.

On the other hand, although a lot of research has already
been done on the transport properties of QDs coupled to
superconducting leads,30–43 the research on the thermoelectric
properties of such systems has only just started.15–17,44–47
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Moreover, the Andreev transport regime was mainly investi-
gated in three-terminal devices, where superconducting is just
regarded as an additional property, and thermoelectric trans-
port only appears between metallic–metallic lead.30,48–52 The few
recent studies on two-terminal devices have conrmed that the
thermoelectric properties of QD hybrid systems coupled to one
conventional lead (metallic or ferromagnetic lead) and one
superconducting lead, are remarkably better than those
coupled to two conventional leads.16,28,29,45,47,53 It has been found
that the thermoelectric efficiency of the former can even reach
several times or even tens of times that of the latter, by
comprehensively regulating the superconducting gap, interdot
coupling and asymmetric parameters, which can also be addi-
tionally enhanced by the interference effect and interdot
Coulomb interaction. This is mainly attributed to the unique
tunnelling mechanism and high density of states distribution
near superconducting gap edges. The Andreev tunnelling of
Cooper pairs is only allowed inside the superconducting gap,
while the tunnelling of single electrons is allowed outside the
superconducting gap, both of them have signicant impact on
the thermoelectric properties. The very high density of states
near superconducting gap edges changes rapidly with energy,
which is mainly responsible for the high thermopower and low
thermal conductivity near the superconducting gap edges.
However, recent studies have mainly focused on single
quantum dot,16,47 double quantum dot28,53 and parallel coupled
triple quantum dot systems,29,45 the thermoelectric properties of
TTQD coupling to one metallic–metallic and one super-
conducting lead have not been studied yet.

Therefore, in this paper we consider the thermoelectric
properties of triangular triple quantum dots (TTQDs) attached
to one metallic and one superconducting lead, as shown in
Fig. 1. The basic thermoelectric characteristics (linear electric
conductance G, thermal conductance k, thermopower S and
gure of merit ZT) are derived in the linear response regime
using the nonequilibrium Green's function method. We rst
veried the excellent thermoelectric properties of the N-TTQD-S
system compared with the N-TQD-S and N-TTQD-N systems.
Due to the strong interference effect induced by the triangular
conguration, the N-TTQD-S system shows remarkably higher
thermoelectric efficiency than the traditional parallel coupled
triple quantum dot system. In the case of symmetric coupling,
there exists an optimal proportional relationship between the
superconducting gap D and the interdot coupling t, i.e., D ∼
0.5t, in such a case, the thermopower is enhanced while the
Fig. 1 Triangular triple quantumdots attached to onemetallic and one
superconducting lead. f denotes the magnetic flux across TTQD. N =

metallic lead, S = superconducting lead.
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thermal conductivity is suppressed, resulting in considerably
high thermoelectric efficiency. Furthermore, when the central
QD1 is weakly coupled to superconducting lead, the thermo-
electric efficiency is greatly enhanced. In addition, the inter-
ference effects regulated by the interdot coupling asymmetry
also has a signicant impact on the thermoelectric properties.

This paper is organized as follows. The model and basic
analytical formulae are given in Section 2. The corresponding
numerical results and discussion in the symmetric and asym-
metric coupling cases are presented in Section 3. Finally,
a summary and general conclusions are included in Section 4.
2 Model and formulae

The system under consideration consists of triangular triple
quantum dots with the central QD1 attached to one metallic
and one superconducting lead, as schematically shown in Fig. 1.
The total Hamiltonian of the N-TTQD-S system is given by

H = HN + HS + HTTQD + HT. (1)

The metallic lead, noninteracting electrons with energy 3kN
and momentum k are described by

HN ¼
X
k;s

3kNcks
þcks: (2)

In the mean eld approximation, the superconducting lead
is described by the BCS Hamiltonian,

HS ¼
X
k;s

3kSsks
þsks þ

X
k

ðDskYþs�k[ þ h:c:Þ (3)

where 3kS and D denote the relevant single-electron energy and
superconducting gap. And s+ks (sks) represents the creation
(annihilation) operator of an electron with energy 3kS and
momentum k, and the superconducting gap D = jDjeif0 , in
which the phase factor f0 can be neglected as there is only one
superconducting lead.54

The Hamiltonian of the triangular triple quantum dots is
described as

HTTQD ¼
X

s;i¼1;2;3

�
3i � eVgi

�
dis

þdis �
X
s

X
hi;ji

�
tije

if=3dþ
isdjs þ h:c:

�
:

(4)

where the operators d+is and dis are the creation and annihila-
tion, respectively, of an electron with energy 3i and spin s in the
ith dot (i = 1, 2, 3). Hopping between electrons in QDi and QDj,
tij, are with hiji = h12i, h23i, h31i, and f is the magnetic ux
across TTQD. The hopping between central QD1 to QD2 and
QD3 are assumed to be equal, i.e., t12 = t31 = t, while the
hopping of QD2 to QD3, t23, can be different from t. Further-
more, scaling factor h is introduced to described the asymmetry
of t23 to t12 (t31) with h = t23/t. For simplicity, the electron
Coulomb interactions were ignored for two reasons: one is that
the behavior of the gure of merit is mainly attributed to the
Seebeck coefficient and ratio between the electrical conduc-
tance and thermal conductance. Previous studies in similar
© 2023 The Author(s). Published by the Royal Society of Chemistry
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systems have shown that the electron correlation effect will be
cancelled due to the Seebeck coefficient and the ratio, in the
absence of phonon thermal conductance;55 the other reason is
that at low temperature, the Coulomb interaction has almost no
impact on the gure of merit. The last term HT of the Hamil-
tonian accounts for the tunnelling between QD1 and the lead,
and it takes the standard form

HT ¼
X
k;s

ðtNcksþd1s þ tSsks
þd1s þ h:c:Þ þ

X
k;s

ðtSsksþd1s þ h:c:Þ;

(5)

where tN and tS denote the relevant tunnelling matrix elements
between QD1 and the N and S lead. The dot-lead coupling
strengths of the QD1 to the le and right leads are given by

GN ¼ 2pjtNj2
P
k
dðu� 3kNÞ and GS ¼ 2pjtSj2

P
k
dðu� 3kSÞ. Within

the wide-band approximation, the coupling parameters GN and
GS become independent of energy and can be considered as
constants. In addition, we also introduce g = GS/GN to describe
the asymmetry of the coupling of QD1 to the N and S lead.

On account of both single-particle tunnelling processes and
Andreev tunnelling processes being allowed to occur when the
right-hand lead is superconducting, the charge current I can be
written as a sum of current IS due to single-particle tunnelling
grðuÞ�1 ¼

0
BBBBBBBBBBBB@

u� 31 0 t12e
�iðf=3Þ 0 t31e

iðf=3Þ 0

0 uþ 31 0 �t12eiðf=3Þ 0 �t31e�iðf=3Þ
t12e

iðf=3Þ 0 u� 31 0 t23e
�iðf=3Þ 0

0 �t12e�iðf=3Þ 0 u� 31 0 �t23e�iðf=3Þ
t31e

�iðf=3Þ 0 t23e
iðf=3Þ 0 u� 31 0

0 �t31eiðf=3Þ 0 �t23e�iðf=3Þ 0 u� 31

1
CCCCCCCCCCCCA

:

outside the superconducting gap and current IAR due to Andreev
tunnelling inside the superconducting gap

I = IS + IAR (6)

with

IS ¼ 2e

ħ

ð
du

2p
f½fLðu� eVÞ � fRðuÞ�TSg (7)

IAR ¼ 2e

ħ

ð
du

2p
f½fLðu� eVÞ � fRðuþ eVÞ�TARg: (8)

In a similar way, the heat current owing out of the metallic
lead can be written as

J = JS + JAR, (9)

where JS denotes the contribution from the single-particle
tunnelling
© 2023 The Author(s). Published by the Royal Society of Chemistry
JS ¼ 2

ħ

ð
du

2p
fðu� eVÞ½fLðu� eVÞ � fRðuÞ�TSg; (10)

and JAR denotes the contribution from Andreev tunnelling

JAR ¼ 2

ħ

ð
du

2p
fðu� eVÞ½fLðu� eVÞ � fLðuþ eVÞ�TARg: (11)

The transmission functions associated with single-particle
tunnelling TS and Andreev tunnelling TAR, can be obtained by

TS = (GrGRG
aGL)ii (i = 1, 3, 5) (12)

TAR = Gr
ij(GLG

aGL)ji (i = 1, 3, 5; j = 2, 4, 6). (13)

Gr(u) and Ga(u) are the system's retarded and advanced Green's
functions in the matrix form, respectively, while GL and GR

denote the coupling of QD1 to the lead. To be more specic,
Gr(u) can be solved by Dyson's equation

Gr(u)−1 = gr(u)−1 − Pr (14)

with gr(u) and
Pr denoting the retarded Green's function of the

isolated TTQD and the retarded self-energy, respectively. By
deriving the relevant equation of motion in the Nambu space,56

gr(u) takes the following form
The retarded self-energy
Pr describes the interaction

between QD1 and lead, it takes the form

Sr ¼ � i

2

�
GL þ ~GR

�
: (15)

The rst part is due to the coupling of QD1 to metallic lead

GL ¼

0
BBBBBBBBBBBB@

GN 0 0 0 0 0

0 GN 0 0 0 0

0 0 0 0 0 0

0 0 0 0 0 0

0 0 0 0 0 0
0 0 0 0 0 0

1
CCCCCCCCCCCCA

; (16)

and the second part is due to the coupling of QD1 to super-
conducting lead

G̃R = rS̃(u)G
0
R (17)
Nanoscale Adv., 2023, 5, 1199–1211 | 1201
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with

~rSðuÞ ¼
jujqðjuj � DÞffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffi

u2 � D2
p þ uqðD� jujÞ

i
ffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffi
D2 � u2

p (18)

and

G0
RðuÞ ¼ GS

0
BBBBBBBBBBBBBBB@

1 �D

u
0 0 0 0

�D

u
1 0 0 0 0

0 0 0 0 0 0

0 0 0 0 0 0

0 0 0 0 0 0

0 0 0 0 0 0

1
CCCCCCCCCCCCCCCA

(19)

whereas the coupling matrix GR in eqn (12) is quite different
form that in eqn (17), and takes the following forms:

GR = rS(u)G
0
R (20)

with

rSðuÞ ¼
jujqðjuj � DÞffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffi

u2 � D2
p (21)

It is worth noting that r̃S(u) and rS(u) denote different
physical signicance: r̃S(u) represents the dimensionless
modied BCS density of states, while rS(u) represents the ratio
of the superconducting density of states to the metallic density
of states.

In the linear response regime, the electric current I and heat
current J can be generally expressed as linear functions of
temperature gradient DT and bias voltage drop DV applied
between the two leads:

I ¼ e2L0DV þ e

T
L1DT (22)

J ¼ eL2DV þ 1

T
L3DT : (23)

By expanding the Fermi distribution functions to the rst
order functions of DV and DT in eqn (6) and (9), the integrals Ln
(n = 0, 1, 2, 3) take the following form:

L0 ¼ �2

ħ

ð
du

2p

vf

vu
ðTS þ 2TARÞ (24)

L1 ¼ �2

ħ

ð
du

2p
u
vf

vu
TS (25)

L2 ¼ �2

ħ

ð
du

2p
u
vf

vu
ðTS þ 2TARÞ (26)

L3 ¼ �2

ħ

ð
du

2p
u2 vf

vu
TS: (27)
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Based on the above, the charge conductance G can be
expressed in terms of the integral L0

G = e2L0. (28)

Similarly, the thermal conductance k can be written as

k ¼ 1

T

�
L3 � L1L2

L0

�
(29)

by dening the heat current in the absence of charge current.
The thermopower (Seebeck coefficient) S is dened as the ratio
of the voltage drop DV generated by the thermal gradients DT in
the absence of charge current (I = 0). Thus, the Seebeck coef-
cient can be expressed as follows by taking account of eqn (23)
and (24):

S ¼ DV

DT

				
I¼0

¼ � 1

eT

L1

L0

: (30)

Finally, the system heat–electricity conversion efficiency is
quantied by the dimensionless gure of merit ZT:

ZT ¼ GS2T

k
: (31)

The thermal conductance here only includes the electron
thermal conductance, ignoring the phonon thermal conduc-
tance, which leads to certain limitations of the model. Experi-
mentally, the phonon thermal conductance can be effectively
suppressed by some particular materials or designs in QD
systems, for instance, adding a vacuum layer between the
tunnelling junction for blocking the heat current delivered by
phonon carriers, and embedding QDs into small diameter
nanowires to signicantly reduce the phonon thermal conduc-
tance. Therefore, it is crucially important to inhibit the phonon
thermal conductivity as effectively as possible experimentally,
which is also a key constraint to optimize the thermoelectric
efficiency of our model.
3 Results and discussion

In such a N-TTQD-S system, three different tunnelling processes
are allowed: conventional single-particle tunnelling, single-level
Andreev reection tunnelling and two-level Andreev reection
tunnelling processes. However, when the superconducting gap
vanishes (D = 0), both the le and right leads become metallic-
like, thus, the N-TTQD-S system degrades into an N-TTQD-N
system, meanwhile only the conventional single-particle tunnel-
ling process is allowed. In addition, the N-TTQD-N (or N-TTQD-S)
system would further degrade into a N-TQD-N (or N-TQD-S)
system when the coupling of QD2 to QD3 is absent (t s 0, h =

0), corresponding to the parallel coupled triple quantum dots
conguration. Even more, the N-TQD-N (or N-TQD-S) device
would further degrade into a N-QD-N (or N-QD-S) device when t=
0, h = 0, corresponding to the single quantum dot structure.

We carry out the numerical calculations based on the above
formulae and theory. For convenience, G0 is dened as the
© 2023 The Author(s). Published by the Royal Society of Chemistry
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energy unit and all the system parameters are expressed in this
unit. Before discussion, it is necessary to obtain the accurate
eigenenergies of the triangular triple quantum dots. For
simplicity, we assume that the levels of all three QDs are inde-
pendent of electron spin and chosen as 31 = 32 = 33 = 3.
According to the strength of interdot coupling tij, the central
triangular triple quantum dot congurations have symmetric
coupling and asymmetric coupling as the two coupling modes.
In the symmetric coupling case, the interdot coupling tij
between the three quantum dots is the same, meanwhile, the
coupling of QD1 to the le and right lead are the same, i.e., t12=
t23 = t31 = t (h = 1) and GS = GN (g = 1). On the contrary, in the
asymmetric coupling case, t23 = ht12 = ht31 = ht (hs 1) and (or)
GS = gGN (g s 1). For a single quantum dot conguration, the
effective level is 30 = 3. For parallel coupled triple quantum dot
(TQD) congurations (h = 0), the effective levels re-metallicize

to 3� ¼ 3� ffiffiffi
2

p
t, moreover, for the triangular triple quantum

dot (TTQD) conguration, the effective levels renormalize to
3� ¼ ð23� ht� t

ffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffi
8þ h2

p Þ=2. In particular, in the symmetric
coupling cases with h = 1, the effective levels degenerate to 3+ =

3 + t and 3− = 3 − 2t.
In this section, we rst verify the superiority of the N-TTQD-S

system compared with the N-TTQD-N and N-TQD-S systems,
and then discuss the inuence of the superconducting energy
gap D and interdot coupling t in symmetric coupling cases (h =

g = 1) and the inuence of asymmetry (g s 1 and h s 1),
successively.
Fig. 2 Transport and thermoelectric coefficients: (a) electrical conducta
merit ZT as a function of the quantum dot energy level 3/G0, in N-QD-N,
other parameters are set as T = 0.1, GS = GN = 0.1 (g = 1).

© 2023 The Author(s). Published by the Royal Society of Chemistry
3.1 The superiority of the N-TTQD-S system compared with
the N-TTQD-N and N-TQD-S systems

The system we chose shows signicant superiority in contrast to
the N-TTQD-N (D = 0, h = 0) and N-TQD-S (D s 0, h = 0)
systems. In Fig. 2 and 3, we show the thermoelectric properties
of the three different central quantum dot congurations
respectively coupled to metallic and superconducting lead. The
linear electric conductance G, electronic contribution to the
thermal conductance k, thermopower S and gure of merit ZT,
are calculated as a function of the quantum dot's energy level 3/
G0, for kBT= 0.1, f= 2p and GN = GS = 0.1 (g= 1). The gure of
merit ZT, is generally used to describe the thermoelectric effi-
ciency, the higher the gure of merit ZT, the higher the ther-
moelectric efficiency. As the blue line shows in Fig. 2(d), the
thermoelectric efficiency of the N-TTQD-N system is obviously
higher than that of N-QD-N and N-TQD-N systems. As dened in
eqn (30), the thermoelectric efficiency is completely decided by
the comprehensive behavior of the three basic thermoelectric
characters G, k and S. For the three different congurations, the
variation of these thermoelectric coefficients (G, k, S and ZT) are
quite different as they are a function of the dot's level 3/G0,
mainly owing to the different tunnelling channels of different
congurations and the interference effect induced by them. To
be specic, the different quantum dot congurations can lead
to different effective levels, thus resulting in the different
tunnelling channels. For the N-QD-N system, the central peaks
at 3= 0 displayed in the spectrum of electric conductance G and
thermal conductance k, are associated with the conventional
nce G, (b) thermal conductance k, (c) thermopower S, and (d) figure of
N-TQD-N and N-TTQD-N – the three different systems for D = 0. The

Nanoscale Adv., 2023, 5, 1199–1211 | 1203



Fig. 3 Transport and thermoelectric coefficients: (a) electrical conductance G, (b) thermal conductance k, (c) thermopower S, and (d) figure of
merit ZT as a function of the quantum dot energy level 3/G0 in N-QD-S, N-TQD-S and N-TTQD-S – the three different systems for D = 0.5. The
other parameters are set as in Fig. 2.
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single-particle tunnelling process through the effective level
30 = 0. However, for the N-TQD-N system, there exists two peaks
in the vicinity of 3 ¼ � ffiffiffi

2
p

t in the spectra of electric conductance
G and thermal conductance k, which is in association with the
single-particle tunnelling processes through the two effective

levels, 3� ¼ 3� ffiffiffi
2

p
t ¼ 0. By the same token, for the N-TTQD-N

system in the symmetric coupling case with h = 1, the effec-
tive levels become 3+= 3 + t and 3− = 3− 2t, the resonance peaks
appear in the vicinity of 3 = −t and 3 = 2t.

The sign change of thermopower S in Fig. 2(c) is associated
with the type of main carrier; when the tunnelling is dominated
by electrons (holes), the sign of thermopower is negative
(positive). Taking together the behavior of the thermoelectric
coefficients (G, k and S and ZT), it is found that the higher gure
of merit in the N-TTQD-N system results from a relatively
smaller thermal conductance k and larger thermopower S. The
highest gure of merit for the N-TTQD-N system (ZT ∼7.7), is
nearly twice that of the N-TQD-N system (ZT ∼3.4), and the
highest gure of merit of the N-TQD-N system (ZT ∼3.4) is
nearly triple that of the N-QD-N system (ZT∼1.1). In conclusion,
when the three different central quantum dot congurations
are coupled to two metallic-like lead, the triangular triple
quantum dot (TTQD) conguration exhibits excellent thermo-
electric performance in comparison with the single quantum
dot and parallel coupled triple quantum dots (TQD)
congurations.

In Fig. 3 with D = 0.5, we again show the thermoelectric
coefficients (G, k, S and ZT) as a function of the dot energy level
3/G0 for the three different systems: N-QD-S, N-TQD-S and N-
1204 | Nanoscale Adv., 2023, 5, 1199–1211
TTQD-S. Comparing the properties of the QD-metallic lead
systems (seen in Fig. 2) and QD-superconducting lead systems
(seen in Fig. 3), one can easily see three valuable points: rst,
the same central QD conguration coupled to one super-
conducting lead has higher thermoelectric efficiency than that
coupled to twometallic leads, as shown by the same colour lines
in Fig. 2(d) and 3(d). Second, due to there beingmore tunnelling
processes involved when D s 0, the thermoelectric coefficients
display more resonance peaks. Third, there exists a platform of
S = 0 in the thermopower spectrum when the central QD
congurations are coupled to one superconducting lead.

For the N-QD-S system, as the black lines show in Fig. 3, the
electric conductance G displays a narrow peak and two side
peaks, the central peak at 3 = 0 originates mainly from the
single-level Andreev tunnelling inside the superconducting gap.
While the two side peaks in the vicinity of 3 = ±D are attributed
to the single-particle tunnelling around the superconducting
gap edges. As for the two-level Andreev tunnelling process, it
can only occur for the case of 3+ and 3−(3 = −t/2) symmetrically
distributing inside the superconducting gap. However, for D =

0.5 and t = 1, the two effective levels 3± = ±3t/2 are symmetri-
cally distributed outside the superconducting gap, thus, the
peak associated with the two-level Andreev tunnelling process
does not appear in the electric conductance spectrum. In terms
of the thermal conductance k, it is worth the reminder that the
Andreev tunnelling does not contribute to heat current in
a thermally biased system. Thus, the thermal conductance k just
reveals two peaks associated with single-electron tunnelling to
states outside the superconducting gap. As for thermopower S
© 2023 The Author(s). Published by the Royal Society of Chemistry
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shown with the black line in Fig. 3(c), besides the particle-hole
symmetry point, it also vanishes for an effective level 3 inside
the superconducting gap since the single-particle tunnelling
processes are suppressed. Whereas the thermopower S gradu-
ally increases outside the edges of the superconducting gap,
and rapidly reach maximum around the edges of the super-
conducting gap where density of the single-particle states rea-
ches its maximum. As a result of the above behavior of
thermoelectric coefficients (G, k and ZT), the maximal gure of
merit in the N-QD-S system (ZT ∼3.3) reaches triple that of the
N-QD-N system (ZT ∼1.1).

As the red lines show in Fig. 3, for the N-TQD-S system, the
electric conductance G displays two high peaks and four low

sided peaks: the two high peaks at 3 ¼ � ffiffiffi
2

p
t derive from the

single-level Andreev tunnelling processes, while the four lower

side peaks at 3 ¼ � ffiffiffi
2

p
t� D are induced by the conventional

single-particle tunnelling through the superconducting gap
edges. In addition, on account of that the electrons in the
metallic lead are mainly concentrated around the Fermi level,
the single-particle tunnelling through the superconducting gap
edges is suppressed, thus, the two peaks associated with the
single-level Andreev tunnelling are much higher than those
associated with the conventional single-particle tunnelling. The
Andreev tunnelling does not contribute to thermal conductance
k due to no electron states inside the superconducting gap. As
a consequence, the thermal conductance exhibits only four

peaks in the vicinity of 3 ¼ � ffiffiffi
2

p
t� D. For the N-TTQD-S system

in the symmetric coupling case with h= 1, as the blue line in the
spectrum of thermal conductance shows, due to the effective
levels changing, the two high peaks resulting from single-level
Andreev tunnelling move to 3 = −t and 3 = 2t, meanwhile, the
four lower side peaks induced by the single-particle tunnelling
move to 3 = −t ±D and 3 = 2t ±D. The resonance peaks in the
spectrum of thermal conductance make corresponding
movements.

As the red and blue lines show in Fig. 3(c), different from the
single quantum dot system, the thermopower displays the
double-platform structure of S = 0 in both N-TQD-S and N-
TTQD-S systems. It is noteworthy that the platform in the
spectrum of thermopower for t > D is completely different from
that for t = 0. As mentioned above, for t = 0, the thermopower
vanishes for the case of the effective level 30 being inside the
superconducting gap, i.e., −D < 30 < D. However, for the N-TQD-
S and N-TTQD-S systems, the two effective levels 3± cannot
simultaneously exist inside the superconducting gap when t >
D, hence the thermopower vanishes only in special cases; to be
specic, when one effective level 3+ (or 3−) locates inside the
superconducting gap, the other level 3− (or 3+) must locate
outside the superconducting gap at the same time, moreover, it
must be far away from the Fermi-level. In such cases, a double-
platform structure of S = 0 can form in the thermopower
spectrum. Apart from this, whether inside or outside the
superconducting gap, there exists resonance peaks in the
spectrum of thermopower. In terms of the thermoelectric
conversion efficiency, the N-TTQD-S system is obviously better
than the N-QD-S and N-TQD-S systems, mainly attributed to the
© 2023 The Author(s). Published by the Royal Society of Chemistry
relatively small thermal conductance and large thermopower.
Specically, the highest gure of merit of the N-TTQD-S system
(ZT ∼136.2) is nearly 2.5 times the N-TQD-N system (ZT ∼51.6),
and the highest gure of merit of the N-TQD-N system (ZT
∼51.6) is 15 times that of the N-QD-N system (ZT ∼3.3). In
addition, the maximum values of gure of merit are obtained in
the vicinity of 3± ∼ ±D, meaning that conventional single-
particle tunnelling processes at the edges of the super-
conducting gap play a signicant role in improving thermo-
electric conversion efficiency.

Comparing the behaviors of thermoelectric coefficients (G, k
and S and ZT) with the same central quantum conguration in
Fig. 2 and 3, one can see that the same central quantum dot
congurations coupled to superconducting lead have much
better thermoelectric performance than those coupled to ordi-
nary metallic lead. First, the induction of superconducting lead
provides more channels for electron tunnelling. Second, the
thermal conductance k of superconducting-quantum-dot
systems is only one-tenth that of metallic-quantum-dot
systems, which greatly promotes the improvement of thermo-
electric efficiency. Third, the amplitude of thermopower in
superconducting-quantum-dot systems is nearly 1.5 times that
the metallic-quantum-dot system, additionally contributing to
the further improvement of thermoelectric efficiency. All these
are the main attributes to the conventional single-particle
tunnelling processes through the superconducting gap edges.
Aer conrming the superiority of the N-TTQD-S system, we
discuss the inuence of other important system parameters (D,
t and g and h) on thermoelectric performance in the following.
3.2 Inuence of superconducting gap D and interdot
tunnelling coupling t for the case of symmetric coupling (h =

g = 1)

As described above, the type of electron tunnelling process is
decided by the relative position of effective levels and super-
conducting gap edges, moreover, the effective levels of TTQD
depend on the interdot coupling patterns and interdot coupling
strength tij. Therefore, it can be inferred that the thermoelectric
properties of the N-TTQD-S system may strongly dependent on
the interdot coupling and superconducting gap. Let us now
consider the inuence of the superconducting gap and the
interdot coupling on the thermoelectric properties for the case
of symmetric coupling, i.e., t12 = t23= t31= t (h= 1) and GS= GN

(g = 1).
In Fig. 4, for xed interdot coupling t = 0.5, we show the

thermoelectric coefficients under different indicated values of
the superconducting gaps D as a function of the dot's energy
level 3/G0. The behavior of these thermoelectric coefficients is
similar to that for the triangular triple quantum dot congu-
ration with ts 0, hs 0 in Fig. 3. For the case of Ds 0, all three
tunnelling processes are involved, both the electric conduc-
tance G and thermal conductance k show a multi-peak distri-
bution. The positions and origin of the different peaks are
discussed above for Fig. 3. In addition, for the relatively larger
superconducting gap D(D $ 3t/2), the two-level Andreev
tunnelling process is allowed to occur. For example, for the QD
Nanoscale Adv., 2023, 5, 1199–1211 | 1205



Fig. 4 Transport and thermoelectric coefficients: (a) electrical conductance G, (b) thermal conductance k, (c) thermopower S, and (d) figure of
merit ZT as a function of the dot energy level 3/G0, under indicated values of superconducting gap D for t = 0.5 and h = 1 in the N-TTQD-S
system. Other parameters are the same as in Fig. 3.
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level 3 = t/2, the two effective levels symmetrically distribute
inside the superconducting gap, i.e., 3+ = −3− = −3t/2, thus
resulting in a peak in the vicinity of 3 = t/2 in the spectrum of
electric conductance G. Apart from this, for D = 3t/2, the single-
particle tunnelling processes through the effective levels 3+ = D

and 3− = −D also occurs at 3 = t/2. As a result, for D = 3t/2, the
two-level Andreev tunnelling resonance peak is completely
coincident with the two resonance peaks associated with the
single-particle tunnelling processes. Consequently, as the inset
of Fig. 4(a) shows, the seven resonance peaks originating from
three different tunnelling processes degenerate into ve reso-
nance peaks. Meanwhile, the resonance peak at 3= t/2 is higher
than the other two peaks induced by the single-particle
tunnelling through the effective levels 3+ = −D and 3− = D.

In the spectra of electric conductance and thermal conduc-
tance with D s 0, as the superconducting gap increases, the
single-particle tunnelling resonance peaks in the vicinity of 3 =
−t ± D and 3 = 2t ± D become lower and lower, this is mainly
attributed to the suppression of conventional single-particle
tunnelling around the edges of the superconducting gap with
increasing D. More precisely, the bigger the superconducting
gap D, and the farther the effective level 3± ∼ ±D is away from
the Fermi level, the smaller the contribution of single-particle
tunnelling around the superconducting gap edges. As is
clearly seen in Fig. 4(c), the double-platform structure also
appears in the spectrum of thermopower for the case of larger
superconducting gaps. Due to the different causes of the single
platform structure and double platform structure, the platform
1206 | Nanoscale Adv., 2023, 5, 1199–1211
width depends on different system parameters. The width of
S = 0 in the double-platform structure just depends on the
superconducting gap and the energy level broadening, and it
increases with increasing superconducting gap. However, the
width of S= 0 in the single-platform structure is merely decided
by the interdot coupling and the energy level broadening. The
comprehensive variation of thermoelectric coefficients (G, k and
S) leads to the behavior of the gure of merit as shown in
Fig. 4(d). Obviously, the highest thermoelectric efficiency is not
obtained for the largest superconducting gap, it is mainly
attributed to the increasing superconducting gap, which greatly
suppresses the single-particle tunnelling process near the edges
of the superconducting gap.

Next, we discuss the inuence of interdot tunnelling for the
case of symmetric coupling, the superconducting gap is taken
as D = 0.5. The different interdot coupling types and coupling
strength between quantum dots can not only provide different
tunnelling channels for quantum interference, but also inu-
ence the interference effect through the effective coupling
between effective levels and lead, thus affecting the thermo-
electric properties of the system. The variation of the thermo-
electric coefficients as a function of the dot's energy level 3/G0

for several values of the interdot coupling t, are shown in Fig. 5.
The behavior of all the thermoelectric coefficients are consistent
with those presented in Fig. 3 and 4 for ts 0, h= 1. Because the
effective levels vary linearly with the interdot coupling strength
t, both the single-level Andreev tunnelling resonance peaks
(3± = 0) and the conventional single-particle tunnelling
© 2023 The Author(s). Published by the Royal Society of Chemistry



Fig. 5 Transport and thermoelectric coefficients: (a) electrical conductance G, (b) thermal conductance k, (c) thermopower S, and (d) figure of
merit ZT as a function of the dot energy level 3/G0, under the indicated values of interdot coupling t forD= 0.5 and h= 1 in the N-TTQD-S system.
Other parameters are the same as in Fig. 3.
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resonance peaks through the superconducting gap edges (3± ∼
±D), move accordingly with varying t, as seen in Fig. 5(a) and
(b). On the other hand, for a xed superconducting gap D, the
contribution of both the single-level Andreev tunnelling and the
conventional single-particle tunnelling would barely change,
thus, the amplitude of these peaks changes very little. The
position of the S = 0 double-platform in the spectrum of ther-
mopower cause the corresponding movement of the varying
interdot coupling t, but the platform width is completely inde-
pendent of the interdot coupling t. This is in agreement with the
corresponding results for the parallel coupled double quantum
dot conguration. The relatively large thermopower and very
small electron thermal conductance around the super-
conducting gap contribute to the large gure of merit for t = 1.

Considering the dependence of thermoelectric coefficients
(G, k, S and ZT) on the superconducting gap D and interdot
coupling t, one can nd that there exists an optimal constraint
condition, which maximizes the gure of merit ZT. As Fig. 4(d)
shows, the largest gure of merit most likely to be achieved is in
the vicinity of D = 0.25 for t = 0.5. In a similar way, the gure of
merit is maximized in the vicinity of t = 1 for D = 0.5. Thus it
can be concluded that there probably exists optimum condi-
tions between the superconducting gap D and the interdot
coupling coefficient t, signicantly enhancing the gure of
merit in symmetric coupling cases. In the N-TTQD-S system we
considered, D = t/2 is most likely to maximize the gure of
merit in symmetric coupling cases. In Fig. 6, we present the
dependence of the gure of merit on the interdot coupling t and
© 2023 The Author(s). Published by the Royal Society of Chemistry
ratio D/t, the QD level was set as 3 = 2t − D(3− ∼ −D), where the
highest ZT may obtained. It is found that the gure of merit is
always obtained in the vicinity of D/t = 0.5, strongly conrming
the results in Fig. 3(d) and 4(d). In addition, the gure of merit
can even reach an order of 102 over a wide range of parameters (t
and D), as the red areas in Fig. 6 display.
3.3 Inuence of the asymmetry (g and h)

Consider now the case of asymmetric coupling, i.e., g = GS/GN

s 1 and h = t23/t s 1. In order to precisely investigate the
impact of lead coupling asymmetry g on thermoelectric prop-
erties, we set the interdot coupling asymmetry as h= 1. In Fig. 7,
we show the thermoelectric coefficients as a function of the
dot's energy level 3/G0, for different values of asymmetric
coupling parameter g. Along with the increase of lead coupling
asymmetry parameter g, the coupling between central QD1 and
superconducting lead GS also increases, the tunnelling
processes from the le lead to the right lead are enhanced at the
same time. It is clear that the thermoelectric coefficients show
signicant dependence on the asymmetric coupling parameter
g: rst, the increasing coupling coefficient GS contributes to the
enhancement of electron tunnelling, as a result, the value of
amplitude in the spectrum of electrical conductance and
thermal conductance increases accordingly, as seen in Fig. 7(a)
and (b); second, for a larger asymmetric coupling parameter g,
the platform width in the thermopower becomes wider due to
the larger energy level broadening with increasing g; third, with
the decrease of asymmetry parameter g, the maximal gure of
Nanoscale Adv., 2023, 5, 1199–1211 | 1207



Fig. 6 Figure of merit ZT as a function of interdot coupling t, and ratio of superconducting gapD to interdot coupling t. Other parameters are the
same as in Fig. 3.

Fig. 7 Transport and thermoelectric coefficients: (a) electrical conductance G, (b) thermal conductance k, (c) thermopower S, and (d) figure of
merit ZT, as a function of the dot energy level 3/G0 under the indicated values of the asymmetry parameter g(GS/GN) for D= 0.5, t= 1 and h= 1 in
the TTQD device. Other parameters are the same as in Fig. 3.
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merit around 3− = −D increases accordingly. In particular,
when the asymmetry parameter g is less than 1, the maximal
gure of merit rises sharply with decreasing g, this is mainly
attributed to the relatively higher ratio of the electrical
1208 | Nanoscale Adv., 2023, 5, 1199–1211
conductance to thermal conductance. It is found that the
system may have higher thermoelectric conversion efficiency
when the right superconducting lead is weakly coupled to the
central QD conguration.
© 2023 The Author(s). Published by the Royal Society of Chemistry



Fig. 8 (a) Electrical conductance G, (b) thermal conductance k, (c) thermopower S, and (d) the figure of merit ZT as a function of asymmetry
parameter h. Other parameters are the same as in Fig. 3.
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The interference effects have a strong inuence on the
thermoelectric properties of multiple quantum dot systems. In
the triangular triple quantum dot systems, the interference
effects strongly depend on the coupling between different
quantum dots. Following the case of g = 0.1, the behavior of
thermoelectric coefficients for different values of interdot
coupling asymmetry h are shown in Fig. 8. As analysed before,
the resonant peaks shi accordingly with the change of effective
levels 3� ¼ ð23� ht� t

ffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffi
8þ h2

p Þ=2, as clearly seen in all spectra
of thermoelectric coefficients in Fig. 8(a)–(d). In the weak
coupling case with g = 0.1, all the electron tunnelling processes
are suppressed, thus, the amplitude in both electrical conduc-
tance and thermal conductance spectra, obviously decrease in
comparison with the case of g= 1. In addition, the lower single-
particle tunnelling resonance peaks associated with the 3+∼±D

increase with the increasing h, while those associated with the
3− ∼ ±D decrease with the increasing h, as clearly seen in
Fig. 8(a) and (b). The different behaviors are mainly attributed
to the inuence of the interference effect on the different
tunnelling transport channels. In contrast, the amplitude of
thermopower S shows less dependence on the interdot coupling
asymmetry h. The gure of merit completely depends on the
above behaviors of thermoelectric coefficients (G, k and S), it
reaches a maximum value in the vicinity of 3± ∼ ±D, especially
near 3− ∼ −D. Moreover, the gure of merit does not increase
blindly with the increasing interdot coupling asymmetry h, too
large an asymmetry parameter (h > 1) would also suppress the
enhancement of thermoelectric efficiency. It is further strongly
conrmed in the inset of Fig. 8(d), where the gure of merit ZT
© 2023 The Author(s). Published by the Royal Society of Chemistry
is plotted as a function of asymmetry parameter h with
3 ¼ ðhtþ t

ffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffi
8þ h2

p Þ=2� D (corresponding to 3− = −D). The
highest gure of merit can be obtained in the vicinity of h = 1,
where the interference effect is most effective in improving
thermoelectric performance.

As mentioned before, in all numerical calculations the
phonon thermal conductance kph is ignored. However, this
neglect of phonon thermal conductance is just valid in the
situation kph/ke << 1, and the condition of kph/ke > 1 may exist
in practice. For the case of kph/ke > 1, we estimate the ther-
moelectric gure of merit ZT by adopting kph = 4k2Bp

2T/
3h 57 (an empirical expression for wires of size 200 nm) to
model the phonon thermal conductance kph. It is found that
the gure of merit will decrease to some extent, the optimi-
zation of thermoelectric efficiency in systems depends heavily
on experimentally reducing the contribution of phonon
thermal conductance kph as low as possible. The numerical
results have shown that the N-TTQD-S device can achieve
extremely high thermoelectric gure of merit ZT when the
phonon conductance is ignored, and thus it could be used as
a energy-conversion device that operates close to Carnot effi-
ciency.58 For energy harvesting applications, both high gure
of merit ZT and large power outputs are indispensable,
however, there exists a trade off between them.59 In the system
we considered, extremely large ZT values can be achieved
within a wide range of adjustable parameters, which provides
more possibilities for achieving large enough electrical power
outputs.
Nanoscale Adv., 2023, 5, 1199–1211 | 1209
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4 Conclusion

In summary, we have systematically analyzed the thermoelectric
transport properties through a triangular triple quantum dot
(TTQD) conguration with the central QD1 coupled to one
metallic and one superconducting lead. Using the nonequilib-
rium Green's function method, we calculated the electrical
conductance, thermal conductance, thermopower and gure of
merit in the linear response regime. All these characteristics
show clear dependence on the ratio of superconducting gap to
interdot coupling D/t, lead coupling asymmetry and interfer-
ence effect. Due to the interference effect and density distribu-
tion of single-particle states around the superconducting gap
edges, the N-TTQD-S system shows outstanding thermoelectric
performance over the N-TQD-S and N-TTQD-N systems. The
single-platform and double-platform S = 0 structures in the
spectrum of thermopower are attributed to different reasons:
the former appears in the case of both the effective levels 3±

inside the superconducting gap; while the latter appears when
the effective level 3+ (or 3−) locates inside the superconducting
gap, and the other level 3− (or 3+) must locate outside the
superconducting gap at the same time, moreover, it must be far
away from the Fermi-level. For the symmetric coupling cases,
due to the large thermopower and remarkably small ratio of
electrical conductance to thermal conductance in the vicinity of
3− = −D, the optimal gure of merit can even achieve an order
of 102, by suitable regulation of the superconducting gap D and
interdot coupling t. When the superconducting lead is weakly
coupled to the QD1, the peak values of gure of merit near the
superconducting gap edges increase as the asymmetric
coupling parameter g decreases. And the ZT value near the
superconducting gap edges can increase several times in
comparison to the symmetric coupling case, particularly when g

< 0.5. Moreover, it is also shown that the asymmetric interdot
coupling parameter h has a signicant impact on the thermo-
electric coefficients. All these superior thermoelectric properties
indicate that the N-TTQD-S device is a promising candidate for
applications in energy harvesting, heat engines, power genera-
tors, thermal rectiers and transistors.
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